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Abstract

Magnetic reconnection X-lines have been observed to be more common duskward of midnight. Thin current sheets have also

been postulated to be a necessary precondition for reconnection onset. We take advantage of the MMS tetrahedral formation

during the 2017–2020 MMS tail seasons to calculate the thickness of the cross-tail neutral sheet relative to ion gyroradius. While

a similar technique was applied to Cluster data, current sheet thickness over a broader range of radial distances has not been

robustly explored before this study. We compare this to recent theories regarding mechanisms of tail current sheet thinning

and to recent simulations. We find MMS spent more than twice as long in ion-scale thin current sheets in the pre-midnight

sector than post-midnight, despite nearly even plasma sheet dwell time. The dawn-dusk asymmetry in the distribution of Ion

Diffusion Regions, as previously reported in relation to regions of thin current sheets, is also analyzed.
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Abstract12

Magnetic reconnection X-lines have been observed to be more common duskward of mid-13

night. Thin current sheets have also been postulated to be a necessary precondition for14

reconnection onset. We take advantage of the MMS tetrahedral formation during the15

2017–2020 MMS tail seasons to calculate the thickness of the cross-tail neutral sheet rel-16

ative to ion gyroradius. While a similar technique was applied to Cluster data, current17

sheet thickness over a broader range of radial distances has not been robustly explored18

before this study. We compare this to recent theories regarding mechanisms of tail cur-19

rent sheet thinning and to recent simulations. We find MMS spent more than twice as20

long in ion-scale thin current sheets in the pre-midnight sector than post-midnight, de-21

spite nearly even plasma sheet dwell time. The dawn-dusk asymmetry in the distribu-22

tion of Ion Diffusion Regions, as previously reported in relation to regions of thin cur-23

rent sheets, is also analyzed.24

Plain Language Summary25

Magnetic reconnection is an important mechanism for energy transfer in the mag-26

netosphere. In order for reconnection to begin, however, the reconnecting current sheet27

must first become very thin. In the geomagnetic tail reconnection and related phenom-28

ena have been observed closer to dusk than dawn on the nightside, although the reasons29

for this have not been clearly understood. Recent simulations of the geomagnetic tail30

suggest that the central current sheet in the tail should be thinner pre-midnight than31

post-midnight, possibly explaining why reconnection happens more often on the pre-midnight32

than the post-midnight sector. We use nineteen months of MMS data in the tail, com-33

prising the tail seasons of four years from 2017–2020, to estimate the thickness of the tail34

neutral sheet relative to relevant ion scales from dawn flank to dusk flank and both closer35

to and further away from the Earth than has been done in the past. We then compare36

the thickness we measure with the simulation predictions and with the location of pre-37

viously identified reconnection locations in the same time period.38

1 Introduction39

In Dungey’s model of the open magnetosphere (1961, 1963), energy stored in the40

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is transferred to kinetic energy of the magnetospheric41

plasma in a process called magnetic reconnection. On the dayside, reconnection is be-42

tween the IMF and that of the closed terrestrial magnetospheric field lines. In the tail,43

where the flux transported from the dayside loads and thins the tail current sheet (CS,44

embedded in the plasma sheet), reconnection closes the open flux and returns it to the45

dayside, leading to a two-cell plasma convection (see review by Cowley, 1981). This model46

has received abundant observational support.47

Phenomena associated with reconnection in the geomagnetic tail such as auroral48

substorms, dipolarization fronts, and bursty-bulk flows (BBFs) as well as in situ obser-49

vations of reconnection in the tail have provided an important part of this support. How-50

ever, the locations of these phenomena have also shown a significant asymmetry in the51

dawn-dusk direction, being more common on the dusk-side of midnight by significant ra-52

tios (Nagai et al., 1998; Posch et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2017). A statistical study using53

THEMIS (Sibeck and Angelopoulous, 1998) was performed by Imber et al. (2011) and54

showed that 81% of flux ropes and traveling compression regions associated with recon-55

nection in the magnetotail were found in the dusk sector. Rogers, Farrugia, and Torbert56

(2019) showed that reconnection regions (ion diffusion regions or IDRs) during the 201757

MMS tail season (May – September) were preferentially observed in situ on the dusk-58

side of midnight by a far larger ratio (91.7% pre-midnight, 8.3% post-midnight) than could59

be accounted for by differences in spacecraft dwell time on either side of midnight (56.5%60

pre-midnight, 43.5% post-midnight). This suggests that the observed asymmetrical dis-61
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tribution of reconnection and related phenomena is due to underlying physical processes62

and not observational bias.63

Reconnection theory (Sönnerup, 1979) and simulations (e.g. Birn, 1980; Liu et al.,64

2019) suggest that a thin current sheet, i.e. one with a thickness on the order of an ion65

inertial length (di) or less, is necessary for reconnection onset to occur. Ion-scale thin66

current sheets in the neighborhood of tail reconnection sites have been anecdotally ob-67

served (e.g. Runov et al., 2003), which supports a correlation between extended regions68

of thin current sheets and magnetic reconnection in the geomagnetic tail. The distribu-69

tion of ion-scale current sheets within the central tail plasma sheet is thus pertinent to70

the question of reconnection location in the tail.71

Attempts to estimate the thickness of the tail current sheet have been occasion-72

ally made using single-spacecraft measurement techniques (e.g. Artemyev et al., 2011;73

S. Lu et al., 2019). Many of these techniques relied upon a ratio of measurements of the74

magnetic field and particle current density. These were sometimes made at substantially75

different points in time, which assumes that the current sheet being measured is essen-76

tially a quiet, Harris-type current sheet (Harris, 1962) throughout the measurement pe-77

riod. However, reconnection and related substorm phenomena often occur during times78

of a disturbed geomagnetic field, violating the assumption of a Harris-like current sheet.79

Rong et al. (2011) utilized the four spacecraft of the Cluster mission in tetrahe-80

dral formation to calculate the radius of curvature (RC) of the magnetic field at the barycen-81

tre of the fleet:82

RC =
1

|(b̂ · ∇)b̂|
(1)

where b̂ is the unit vector ~B/| ~B|. They then estimated the thickness of the neutral sheet83

by scaling the radius of curvature with the current sheet tilt, as described by Shen et al.84

(2008). This method was superior to previous estimates using single-spacecraft techniques.85

A statistically significant dawn-dusk asymmetry in current sheets thinner than 1000km86

was found, with thinner currents sheets more common duskward of midnight. However,87

due to the nature of its near-polar orbit, Cluster only encountered the tail current sheet88

at a radial distance approximately 20 Earth radii (RE) from the Earth within a narrow89

band ≈ 2RE wide. Current sheet thickness in the geomagnetic tail has not been explored90

using such robust techniques at other radial distances before our current study.91

Current sheet thinning has also been addressed in numerical simulations. Recent92

hybrid (Lu et al., 2016) and particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations (Lu et al., 2018) suggest93

a mechanism for preferential thinning of the tail current sheet in the pre-midnight sec-94

tor. In both simulations, external drivers cause a global thinning of the tail current sheet95

to approximately ion scales, at which point partial demagnetization of ions drives charge96

separation from the still frozen-in electrons, leading to Hall electric fields. The duskward97

cross-tail current of the tail current sheet is then enhanced by the ~E× ~B drifting of frozen-98

in electrons and diamagnetic drift of partially demagnetized ions, leading to progressive99

thinning of the current sheet on the pre-midnight. These simulations suggest the asym-100

metric thinning should be robust across a broad range of radial distance.101

The MMS mission (Burch et al. 2015) launched in 2015 typically flies in a tetra-102

hedron formation that is capable of the 4-point measurements necessary for curvature103

calculation. We utilize a technique particularly suited to identifying current sheets which104

may be preferentially thinned as suggested by simulations. Buc̈hner and Zelenyi (1989)105

described a scalar parameter K to identify whether the local magnetic field could sup-106

port adiabatic motion of charged particles in a plasma. We adapt K to apply this test107

against the thermal ion population in the vicinity of the MMS observatories:108

Ki =

√
RC

ρg,i
(2)
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where ρg,i =

√
2miT⊥,ikb

|qi|| ~B|
is the thermal ion gyroradius. Where Ki < 1 the gyroradius109

of the ions is larger than the radius of curvature of the local magnetic field, implying that110

the majority ions will not remain frozen-into the magnetic field and adiabatic motion111

of those ions cannot be supported. Under such conditions Hall electric fields may form112

between the demagnetized ions and the still-frozen-in electrons, supporting the process113

described by Lu et al.114

We calculate the value of Ki throughout the geomagnetic tail near the plasma sheet115

for the entire 2017–2020 MMS tail seasons (Phases 2b, 3b, 4b, and 5b). As Ki is a mea-116

sure of the relative thickness of the neutral sheet, recalling that RC is proportional to117

neutral sheet thickness (see section 3.8 Rong et al. 2011), we use these data to test re-118

cent theories regarding mechanisms for causing thinning of the tail current sheet by com-119

paring MMS observations to predictions made in simulations. We also investigate the120

relationship between thin (ion gyroradius scale) current sheet locations and the occur-121

rence of Ion Diffusion Regions (IDRs) associated with reconnection.122

2 Instruments and methods123

The MMS spacecraft measure electric and magnetic fields using the FIELDS in-124

strument suite (Torbert et al. 2016). The analog and digital fluxgate magnetometers (AFG/DFG)125

measure magnetic fields in the frequency range from DC up to 64 Hz (Russell et al. 2016).126

Level 2 fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) data of version 5.86 and higher (highest avail-127

able as of submission) were used throughout this study.128

The Fast Plasma Instrument (FPI) provides MMS with high cadence electron and129

ion distributions in the energy/charge range of 10 eV/q up to 30 keV/q. Each MMS satel-130

lite is equipped with eight FPI spectrometers which, combined with electrostatic con-131

trol of the field-of-view, allows FPI to sample the full electron and ion distributions (Pol-132

lock et al. 2016). It is important to note that core ion distributions can extend beyond133

the range of FPI, meaning that actual ion temperatures may be higher than what is cal-134

culated using FPI data. Level 2 FPI ion moments of version 3.3.0 were used through-135

out this study.136

Positions of the individual spacecraft in the MMS fleet are provided using Mag-137

netic Ephemeris and Coordinates (MEC) data products (Morley, 2015) and are calcu-138

lated using the LANLGeoMag suite (Henderson et al. 2018). All instrument data used139

in this study is available from the MMS Science Data Center (https://lasp.colorado.edu/mms/sdc).140

Level 2 fast survey data was used throughout this study. Calculations of the magnetic141

field line curvature were made using the mms-curvature library and is publicly available142

(https://github.com/unh-mms-rogers/mms-curvature).143

In order to ensure that the formation of the MMS fleet was appropriate for the cal-144

culation of spatial gradients a minimum value of the Tetrahedron Quality Factor (TQF:145

Fusilier et al. 2016) was required where TQF ≥ 0.8. For similar reasons, this survey146

was performed only on data collected while the MMS fleet was at least 8 Earth radii (RE)147

from the Earth to avoid deformations of the regular tetrahedron as the fleet approached148

perigee. Observations in this study were also limited to regions with a measured ion den-149

sity of ρi ≥ 0.05cc−1 to ensure observations were made in the plasma sheet (Rogers,150

Farrugia, Torbert, 2019; Raj et al. 2002; Baumjohann, 1993).151

3 Observations and Analysis152

Figure 1 shows the distribution of ion-scale thin current sheets as measured by MMS153

over the combined 2017–2020 tail seasons where data from all four spacecraft were avail-154

able (≈ 550 days). Colors represent the amount of time which MMS spent in each re-155

gion with a value of K < 1.0, i.e. the dwell time of MMS in a thin current sheet (TCS).156
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Figure 1. The total amount of time in seconds spent by MMS in a TCS, under conditions

outlined in the text, in sectors of dimension 0.5RE × 0.5RE (a, b, c) and Magnetic Local Time

(MLT) (d). a) Distribution of TCS dwell times in the GSM X–Y plane, with times summed over

the GSM Z axis. b) TCS dwell times in the GSM X –Z plane, with times summed over the GSM

Y axis. c) TCS dwell times in the GSM Z – Y plane, with times summed over the GSM X axis.

d) TCS dwell times across all radial distances by MLT location. Magenta circles represent Ion

Diffusion Region locations (see text)

The effects of orbital bias on these dwell time measurements are small as MMS spent157

approximately equal time in the plasma sheet on either side of midnight: 51.7% pre-midnight,158

48.3% post-midnight. IDRs previously identified by Rogers, Farrugia, and Torbert (2019)159

from the 2017 season (Phase 2b), as well as additional IDRs identified using the same160

technique, have been overlaid as magenta circles on the TCS dwell times in Figure 1. All161

of these IDRs are found in regions where MMS spent at least a moderate amount of time162

in a TCS. It should be noted that some IDR markers in Figure 1 and following figures163

totally obscure the dwell time indicator for the region where they are located. A listing164

of all identified IDRs shown here is provided in the supplementary materials.165

Figure 1d shows the total TCS dwell time as a function of Magnetic Local Time166

(MLT). This sub-figure is comparable with similar plots showing the global MLT dis-167

tribution of other substorm-related phenomena such at Pi1B pulsations (Posch et al.,168

2007, Fig.12) and dipolarization fronts (Xiao et al., 2017, Fig. 6), all of which show a169

strong preference for substorm-related activity to occur duskward of midnight. The sharp170
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delineation at midnight shown in Figure 1d is similar to distributions of substorm related171

phenomena reported in the previous studies mentioned.172

Figure 2 shows the same TCS data derived from the parameter K but here nor-173

malized by the total dwell time MMS spent in the tail plasma sheet, as indicated by the174

measured ion density ni > 0.05cc−1. As expected, the majority of the time spent by175

MMS in the plasma sheet was not near an ion-scale TCS, as indicated by the bulk of the176

distribution reflecting a ratio of TCS time to plasma sheet dwell time of much less than177

one. The distribution of known IDRs during the same time frame is also laid over the178

map of normalized TCS dwell times in Figure 2.179

Normalized Ki/(Plasma Sheet Dwell Time)
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Figure 2. Dwell time MMS spent in a TCS normalized by the amount of time MMS spent in

the plasma sheet. Regions and projection are in the style of Figure 1a.

The total time spent in a TCS is significantly higher on the pre-midnight of the180

tail (187.8hrs) than the post-midnight (77.68hrs) (see Figure 1d). While MMS spent181

an approximately equal amount of time in the plasma sheet on both the pre- and post-182

midnight sectors (51.7%/48.3%), this contrasts with the uneven amount of time spent183

in a thin current sheet by MMS; 70.7% of total time spent in TCSs was in the pre-midnight184

sector versus 29.3% post-midnight. The majority of the time spent in a TCS on the post-185

midnight is found near apogee across all seasons (see Fig.1) where spacecraft velocity was186

lowest and the bulk of dwell time each orbit was spent regardless of other factors.187

The distribution of time spent in a TCS pre-midnight is far more varied in radial188

distance and is not confined to the apogee of each orbit. Figure 3 shows the dwell time189

of MMS in a TCS relative to dwell time in moderate-to-high ion density as a function190

of MLT in bands of radial distance, each 2RE wide. The center of the relative TCS dwell191
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time distribution is at ≈21 MLT at smaller radial distances (Fig. 3a,b). The distribu-192

tion both broadens towards midnight as MMS increases in radial distance (Fig. 3c,d),193

although the peak remains more duskward. The large relative TCS dwell times at the194

dawn and dusk flanks (Fig.2) are interpreted as encounters with the flank magnetopause195

where current sheets and increased ion density are expected. Sub-figure 3c) represents196

the approximate region of the geomagnetic tail sampled by Cluster as in Rong et al. (2011).197

The asymmetry in the locations of Ion Diffusion Regions (IDRs; magenta circles,198

Figure 1) associated with magnetic reconnection is even more pronounced than that of199

relative TCS dwell time. 19 IDRs were confidently identified across all four seasons on200

the dusk-side of midnight, while only six were observed on the dawn-side, equating to201

76.9% of reconnection events observed duskward of midnight and 23.1% dawnward. In202

Figure 2 we see that the majority of previously identified IDRs lie not only in areas where203

MMS spent a great deal of time in ion-scale TCS, but also where the ratio of TCS dwell204

time to total plasma sheet dwell time was greatest. This supports the intuitive interpre-205

tation that a thinner current sheet is more likely to support reconnection, and that re-206

connection is more likely where thin current sheets are more common. However, the long207

periods of time spent in both the plasma sheet and thin current sheet where no recon-208

nection was observed, such as -16RE x̂, 11RE ŷ in Figure 2, indicate that an ion-scale TCS209

is an insufficient condition for reconnection.210

Figure 3. Dwell time MMS spent in a TCS by MLT for narrow (2RE wide) bands across

the geomagnetic tail, normalized by the total amount of time MMS spent in the plasma sheet in

that same MLT × R sector. e) Is the approximate band which has been studied by the Cluster

mission (e.g. Rong et al. 2011).
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4 Discussion211

A feature of tail reconnection that stand in observations is that IDRs and related212

reconnection phenomena occurs preferentially in the pre-midnight sector (Eastwood et213

al. 2010, Nagai et al. 2013, Genestreti et al. 2013). The explanation for this has been214

glossed over somewhat since the question of observational bias due to orbital variations215

was not often addressed (see discussion in Imber et al. 2011). If a spacecraft spends more216

time at dusk then one supposes its chances of seeing IDRs or other phenomena is increased217

relative to other regions, all other things being equal. Thus while studies based on pre-218

vious missions showed a dawn-dusk asymmetry in observed reconnection-related features,219

we could not be sure it was not due to an observational bias. This question was addressed220

by Rogers, Farrugia, and Torbert (2019) who confirmed that the asymmetric distribu-221

tion of observed IDRs by MMS was not a function of observational bias but is a result222

of magnetotail physics.223

The strong asymmetry in typical current sheet thickness is not entirely surprising.224

In addition to previous studies which observed a similar asymmetry but were more lim-225

ited in extent (Rong et al. 2011) or utilized more indirect methods of calculating cur-226

rent sheet thickness (e.g. S. Lu et al. 2019), mechanisms for the source of this asymme-227

try have also been mooted. Lu et al. (2018) and Pritchett and Lu (2018) have hypoth-228

esized that the cause of this dusk-preference was preferential thinning on the pre-midnight229

of the tail due an externally-driven convective electric field and enhanced by Hall elec-230

tric fields (normal to the current sheet) which formed as the current sheet approached231

ion scales. Comparing our observations to this model we find the ratio of dwell time in232

an ion-scale TCS, 70.7% pre-midnight to 29.3% post-midnight; a 2 to 1 ratio with twice233

as much time spent encountering an ion-scale current sheet pre-midnight as post-midnight,234

qualitatively supports the model of Lu et al. A comparison of our Figures 2 and 3 to Fig-235

ure 2 in Lu et al. (2018) is even more encouraging as the radial variations in our obser-236

vations are qualitatively similar to those shown in the PIC simulations.237

Figure 4. Plots of the proportion of the time MMS spent in a TCS relative to total time

spent in the plasma sheet as well as the location of identified IDRs, both as a function of MLT,

for the 2017 tail season (a) and the combined 2017–2020 tail seasons (b).
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We can also see the pre-/post-midnight TCS asymmetry clearly in Figure 4 which238

plots the time MMS spent in a TCS as a percentage of the total time spent in the plasma239

sheet, along with the number of IDRs identified in each MLT region. It is unsurprising240

that the number of IDRs identified increases with the greater proportional time spent241

in a TCS, but less expected is the greater duskward extent of the TCS than observed242

IDRs.243

Recent 3D PIC simulations (Liu et al. 2019) suggest that the near-midnight pref-244

erence of observed reconnection may be due to the effects of Hall reconnection in three245

dimensions. Liu et al. suggest that reconnection on a given thin current sheet will be246

suppressed on the side of the current sheet opposite the direction of net current flow for247

a region on the scale of 10s of ion inertial lengths (see Fig. 7, Liu et al., 2019). In the248

geomagnetic tail, with a net dawnward flow, this would lead to suppression of reconnec-249

tion onset on the duskward side of an existing thin current sheet. As we have observed,250

ion-scale TCSs capable of supporting possible reconnection are twice as likely to be found251

on the pre-midnight of midnight as on the post-midnight. Thus while reconnection is more252

likely to occur duskward of midnight in the tail due to ion-scale TCSs occurring more253

frequently there, it is more likely to be suppressed as the TCS extends further duskward254

away from midnight (see Fig. 9, Liu et al., 2019). This would have the practical effect255

of concentrating reconnection onset in the region at and near midnight in the pre-midnight256

region. The location of nearly half of all identified IDRs within the region of 22-24MLT257

supports this behavior.258

Also of note is the duskward expansion of both TCS and IDR locations over the259

four tail seasons of this study. 2017-2019 were in the declining phase of the solar cycle.260

Figure 4a shows the distribution of proportional time in a TCS as well as IDR distri-261

bution in MLT for the 2017 tail season with a 2017 annual average Dst of −8.09nT . Fig-262

ure 4b shows the same distributions for the full four seasons of this study; during which263

time the Dst decreased to an annual average of −5.14nT in 2019 and averaged only −5.54nT264

for the whole of 2018-2020 (Nose et al. 2015). This implies not only that the process of265

plasma sheet compression is a global process dependant on solar activity, known since266

Dungey (1963), but that the mesoscale process of asymmetric TCS distribution is also267

a function of solar driving. More observations of tail TCS distributions during the in-268

creasing solar cycle may provide more insight into this question, or at least provide bet-269

ter statistics.270

5 Conclusion271

Locations in the geomagnetic tail where the neutral sheet thickness is reduced to272

ion scales have been mapped during four MMS tail seasons (2017–2020) using the ra-273

tio of radius of magnetic curvature to the thermal ion gyroradius. The routine calcula-274

tion of magnetic field curvature was made possible due to the high-resolution magnetic275

field measurements available on all four spacecraft of the MMS fleet, as well as the reg-276

ular tetrahedron geometry of their formation. Ion-scale thin current sheets were found277

to be twice as common on the pre-midnight side of the geomagnetic tail as on the dawn-278

side. Locations of common thin current sheets were compared to the distribution of re-279

connection Ion Diffusion Regions previously identified for the same time span and im-280

plications for their coincidence were discussed. Possible mechanisms for the formation281

of both thin current sheets and reconnection suggested by recent PIC simulations were282

compared to these observations and qualitative agreement with simulations was found.283
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